Introduction
The ability to perceive the chemical world is a universal feature of life. In mammals, the olfactory system detects and discriminates between vast numbers of distinct volatile molecules (recently estimated at an astonishing > 10 12 in humans 1 ) providing critical information that allows an organism to respond appropriately to changes in its environment. The universe of volatile odorants is accommodated by a large gene family of greater than 1,000 odorant receptors (ORs), employed by the olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) to commence a cascade that ends in the perception of smell. 2 The ORs are seven-transmembrane G-protein coupled receptors encoded by genes found in large and small arrays that are scattered throughout the genome. 3, 4 ORs are expressed in the olfactory epithelium in an intriguing manner: each OSN chooses a single OR family member and transcribes it from only one allele. 5, 6 This monogenic and monoallelic mode of gene regulation has captivated the interest of neuroscientists and biologists across disciplines.
Stochastic Choice
The pattern of receptor expression in the nose, in which any given OR is expressed sparsely and irregularly across a limited sub-region spanning the olfactory epithelium, suggested early in the study of the gene family that a stochastic mechanism may underlie selection. 7, 8 Further supporting evidence came from the demonstration that OR expression is monoallelic, with unbiased transcription from either allele. 6 Finally, several labs have derived mouse lines bearing OR transgenes that were shown to recapitulate the monogenic and monoallelic regulation, with exogenous and endogenous OR alleles expressed exclusively from each other in a manner reminiscent of the antigen receptor genes. 9, 10, 11, 12 Together these findings strengthened the proposition that while deterministic regulation constrains receptor choice to a particular zone in the epithelium, a stochastic mechanism lies at the core of its monogenic and monoallelic selection.
Initiation and Maintenance of Expression
The initial choice of a receptor is suggested to involve a random process that limits expression of OR to just one allele, and once chosen, a maintenance mechanism ensures its faithful expression for the life of the cell. 13 Genetically modified lineage-marking alleles that can reveal the history of expression of an OR in an OSN similarly demonstrated sparse expression,
Setting Limits
Maintaining order in a large gene family suggesting that regulation does not involve an initial pervasive activation followed by a winnowing process. 14 These lineage-marking alleles further demonstrated that the choice of non-functional, pseudogenized OR was not maintained in the epithelium but was instead shut down, with the OSN continuing to choose until it expressed a functional receptor.
14 This process, termed OR gene "switching" suggested that only functional receptor may maintain its expression, and together with similar analyses of OR pseudogenes 15, 16 established the idea that feedback control is critical for maintenance of OR expression. 17 Intriguingly, functional OR alleles were observed to undergo low-frequency switching by the sensitive lineage-marking strategy, with the MOR28 receptor switching in 10% of the OSNs that initially selected it.
14 This "wild type switching" was attributed to an inherently dynamic system, tuned to efficiently remove non-functional OR alleles from the final expressed OR repertoire. Thus OR regulation is considered to result from a random initial choice followed by a feedback mechanism that halts the process after the expression of a functional OR allele.
Initiation of OR Choice
Two types of mechanisms have been suggested to yield random, singular selection: one using kinetic constraints to limit OR expression and an alternate spatial model proposing the existence of a single selection machinery able to interact with one allele at a time. 13 In the kinetic model, initial OR expression is proposed to be inefficient such that only one OR allele is likely to be expressed within a given window of time. In a biochemical tour de force, Magklara et al. revealed the dynamic epigenetic marks of OR chromatin in OSNs. OR chromatin in olfactory stem cells and non-olfactory tissue is enriched in histone H3K9me2, which gives way to more repressive H3K9me3 and H4K20me3 marks in newborn, OR negative OSNs, that then persist on nonselected OR genes throughout the life of the neuron. 18 The chromatin of expressed ORs loses these heterochromatic marks and instead is found to be enriched in H3K4me3. These epigenetic findings are consistent with a kinetic model of OR regulation and suggest a delicate tuning between activation and repression could underlie initiation. What could mediate the inflection point between permissive and non-permissive chromatin in the OSN? A logical candidate would be a histone demethylase and recent elegant experiments by Lyons et al. identified the transient expression of the lysine-specific demethylase 1 (Lsd-1) in the immature OSN population as a key event. 19 At the same time as OR chromatin in immature OSNs is becoming highly repressed through H3K9 and H4K20 trimethylation, the lysine demethylase Lsd-1 is transiently expressed in this population. 19 The critical event in this model of activation is the slow conversion of repressed OR chromatin to a permissive state, which is believed to involve the demethylation of histones H3K9me2 and H4K20me2, prior to their conversion to the more fully repressed trimethylated state. Lsd-1 can remove methyl groups from H3K9me2 and H4K20me2 and thus could act as a key transcriptional coactivator.
We have recently used a genetic approach to functionally "interrogate" an OR allele in vivo, asking whether the OR chromatin was permissive for activation by an exogenous, non-OR promoter inserted into the locus. 20 After placing the tetracycline-dependent transactivator responsive promoter (tet o ) at the start site of the P2 receptor gene by homologous recombination to generate the tet-P2 mouse line, we observed that the OR genomic milieu imposed constraints on tet o -mediated activation of the locus by the tetracyclinedependent transactivator (tTa) including zonal restriction and sparse initial activation. Thus the tet-P2 allele obeyed the rules of the OR locus, recapitulating the phenomenology of OR expression, despite the ability for ubiquitous activation across the epithelium by the pervasive presence of tTa. These data are consistent with the existence of a kinetic constraint placed upon the OR locus to limit initial activation, which may be mediated by the unique epigenetic state of OR chromatin. Together these in vivo and in vitro findings are leading to a consensus in the field in which kinetic limitations on OR transcription, through restrictive OR chromatin, potentially coupled with transient expression of Lsd-1, may generate the sparse and random activation required to set in motion the initiation of monogenic, monoallelic OR expression.
Zonal Control
The zonal regulation of OR choice, in which a given OR is expressed only in a limited sub-region of the olfactory epithelium, suggests an added level of restriction not yet explained by epigenetic analyses, but whose mode was revealed by our in vivo analyses. Using the tet-P2/tTa set up, we observed a graded frequency of expression of tet-P2, with the highest likelihood of activation coming from within the wild type P2 zone. Outside of this zone, the frequency of tet-P2 expression diminishes despite the uniform high-level presence of tTa, suggesting that zonal regulation may be accomplished by increasing repression of the OR locus outside of its home zone. 20 It is not likely that Lsd-1 expression alone could account for zonal regulation as the enzyme is expressed uniformly across the neuroepithelium. Additional zonal epigenetic marks could explain these data, and the implications of our single-cell resolution in vivo analyses await biochemical confirmation. Nonetheless, the simplest explanation for zonal regulation is a gradient of repression extending outside of the zone.
Location, Location, Location
The first olfactory enhancer element identified, a 2.1kb element termed H, is conserved between humans and mice and regulates an OR cluster which includes the MOR28 receptor gene. 21 Remarkably, the H element which resides on chromosome 14 in mice, was shown to associate at high frequency in trans with expressed OR genes from disparate loci from across the genome. 22 This finding propelled thinking about "spatial" models of singular OR activation in which one allele of H might act as a master OR transenhancer. Subsequent genetic ablation studies revealed a more limited, cis-acting role for H 23 but recent FISH studies have resurrected a function for inter-chromosomal interactions and nuclear architecture in OR regulation. Using a pan-OR DNA FISH probe Clowney et al. have shown that OR loci across the genome congregate in ~5 discrete foci that decorate the chromocenters in mature OSNs. 24 The expressed OR allele is predominantly found excluded from these clusters, which are enriched in repressive epigenetic marks. Further, the lamin b receptor (LBR), observed to be expressed in immature OSNs, was implicated in OR choice as ectopic expression of LBR in mature OSNs disrupts the tertiary inter-chromosomal structure and leads to a generalized decrease in OR expression along with violations in the one-receptor-per-neuron phenomenology of OR regulation. 24 
Feedback Control
Stochastic mechanisms may have an inherent requirement for feedback to halt the random process after a desired outcome is achieved. In the generation of antigen receptor in the immune system, that outcome is expression of a single, inframe rearrangement whereas in odorant receptor gene choice it is expression of a single, functional OR. In the absence of feedback in antigen receptor choice, allelic exclusion may be breached as the Rag recombinase continues to rearrange genomic sequences. 25 In the case of OR regulation, additional OR alleles would eventually be expressed in the kinetic model of choice while a single selection machinery may continue to randomly hop between different OR alleles and activate them in the spatial model; in either of these unconstrained situations the monogenic and monoallelic regulation of OR would be abrogated. A simple feedback circuit was recently revealed by Lyons et al. 19 in which expression of functional OR triggers activation of adenylyl cyclase III expression which in turn downregulated Lsd-1. Remarkably, it was revealed that this circuit is mediated by the induction of the unfolded protein response (UPR) by functional OR protein and upon its relief, leads to activation of adenyly cyclase III and shutdown of Lsd-1. 26 This has led to a conception of feedback control in which non-selected OR alleles are repressed prior to selection and the functional outcome of feedback, as mediated through the UPR, is the downregulation of Lsd-1 and thus the suppression of further de-repression and subsequent expression of additional OR alleles. 19, 26, 18 We took advantage of the conditional expression capabilities of our tet-P2 mouse line to detect changes in OR chromatin as OSNs mature. Using staged doxycycline feeding, a developmental change in the permissiveness of the OR chromatin was observed, corresponding to repression of the locus at later stages of OSN maturation. OR chromatin in younger OSNs showed higher levels of permissiveness for tet-P2 activation. 20 These findings differ somewhat from Lyons et al. and suggest that only at the stage when the OR repertoire is stably expressed is the chromatin of non-selected OR alleles more heavily repressed. The epigenetic analyses to date reveal H3K9me3 and H4K20me3 marks are laid down on OR chromatin in newborn, immature OSNs and persists on non-selected alleles for the life of the cell. 18 Our functional dissection of OR permissiveness during OSN development suggests that OR chromatin remains permissive until shortly after OMP expression, after which complete repression is observed. Thus there are likely additional dynamic features of OR chromatin to be revealed through biochemical analyses. Finally, it is possible that feedback commits non-selected OR loci to further descent into the unique, repressive subnuclear compartments revealed by DNA FISH analyses. 24 In a revealing mathematical exploration of OR regulation Tan et al. assessed the parameters required for establishing singular receptor expression. 27 This theoretical approach provided an opportunity to assess how the timing of individual events (initiation, epigenetic remodeling, feedback) influence singular OR gene choice. Dividing OR gene choice into a three-state process (off, intermediate, and on), the authors demonstrated that to achieve singularity of expression the OR had to spend most of its time in an 'off' state, a brief time in the 'intermediate' state, and once in the 'on' state a relatively quick feedback had to be achieved. This modeling highlighted the importance of tightly regulated relative timings of the individual events involved in OR gene choice and confirmed the feasibility of the kinetic model as deduced by in vitro and in vivo work. These analyses also zeroed in on the critical rate-limiting event in the initiation of OR choice, proposing an alternate linchpin step. Rather than the activation of an OR gene by demethylation of its dimethylated histone H3K9 and H4K20 by Lsd-1, these authors proposed that an alternate, slow conversion of H3K9me3 and H4K20me3 to H3K9me2 and H4K20me2 would more efficiently generate rare initial activation, albeit through a yet unidentified histone demethylase.
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When the Kinetics Slip Up
The feedback model of OR regulation intuitively predicts that timing is critical for success: once a single OR is chosen, feedback must be swiftly accomplished prior to the activation of any additional receptor alleles. Mathematical modeling has confirmed this logic and has demonstrated the boundary values for the timing of activation and feedback necessary for a high probability of singular expression. What happens however when these critical kinetic parameters fail to yield activation of just a single OR in the defined window of time? In this case the neuron would have an indeterminate identity, with two or more ORs activated at once. This presents a predicament for the OSN which would likely be blind to the biallelic expression, not having the ability to distinguish that the feedback signal, which leads to the activation of adenylyl cyclase III expression and Lsd-1 downregulation, was coming from more than one OR. An additional axis of regulation would need to be in place to refine OSN cell fate. Such a refinement process would likely be an autonomous mechanism of the expressed OR alleles that would winnow down expression to just one, during a metastable period of expression. 20 This refinement could employ an allelic competition for a limiting factor or compartment or a regulatory non-coding RNA that would act to effect shutdown of all but one OR.
There is evidence for such a scenario. It can be argued that the puzzling observation of "wild type" switching represents just such an event. In wild type switching, lineage marking analyses revealed a history of two functional ORs having been active in the same OSN but with only one OR having persisted. This phenomenon was originally interpreted to have resulted from the serial expression of functional OR alleles, one shut off before the next was selected, through the same feedback process that prevented pseudogene expression ( Fig. 1A and  14 ) . It is equally feasible that receptor expression could have occurred in parallel, with two ORs activated at once and the subsequent shutdown of one or the other. Further evidence may be seen when we attempted to force biallelic expression of the tet-P2 allele through the pervasive expression of the tTa. Despite the genetic potential for 100% coexpression of the two tet-modified P2 alleles in each cell in the homozygous animal, biallelic expression was observed only 3% of the time, and in a predominantly younger subpopulation of OSNs. 20 These findings suggest a developmental window exists after feedback and prior to full OSN maturation in which a refinement or failsafe mechanism may ensure singular OR choice. In this conception, wild type switching is not a consequence of the negative feedback program which, removes OR pseudogenes from the final expressed repertoire of the epithelium, but rather a result of a refinement process, possibly resulting from an allelic competition, when more than one OR is expressed at the same time (Fig. 1B) .
Future of the field
Cells may attain distinct identities through cascades of transcription factors that generate different fates. But such regulatory programs may fail to accommodate extreme biological pressure for diversity. In the face of greater requirements for diversification, stochastic mechanisms have evolved to allow for the maximal exploration of critical biochemical, genetic, or cellular space. Recent findings have lent support to a kinetic model of OR choice and revealed that the olfactory epithelium is a developmental palimpsest, where repressive epigenetic marks are written and rewritten over OR chromatin as OSNs develop from stem cell populations to mature OR + sensory neurons. We look forward to exciting new answers to outstanding questions in the study of OR selection including: What roles do noncoding RNAs, which are implicated in every well-studied example of monoallelic gene regulation 28 play in OR expression? A role in maintenance of singular expression could easily be imagined for repressive ribonucleoprotein complexes. Do yet uncharacterized epigenetic states of OR chromatin explain zonal repression? Is there a unique and identifiable limiting event that generates activation of single OR alleles in a given window of time? And finally, what does the OSN do in the face of a breakdown in the normally tight singular regulatory process when more than one functional allele is expressed?
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